Archival resources offer a valuable chronology of the theories and discoveries that underpin today's healthcare practices and inform future innovations. NEJM Archive, a collection of New England Journal of Medicine issues published since the inaugural 1812 issue, is a vital resource for physicians, nurses, educators, research scientists, residents, and students. They'll find the foundations of current surgical techniques, the evolution of modern treatments, and more.

NEJM Archive, together with the current content from the New England Journal of Medicine and other NEJM Group publications, is available online to institutions via the Ovid® platform. Subscribers have access to content on both Ovid® and NEJM.org.

Why NEJM Archive on Ovid®?

- Streamline access to fundamental literature forming the basis of modern medicine.
- With current NEJM content, provide an unbroken chronicle of the evolution of medicine.
- Replace unwieldy printed archival issues with convenient electronic versions.
- Offer dual access on two flexible and complementary online platforms.
- Integrate with your institution's other Ovid-subscribed resources.

About NEJM Group

NEJM Group, a division of the Massachusetts Medical Society, offers a collection of journals and content resources with breakthrough research and information that changes practice and improves the delivery of patient care. Resources maintain the highest scientific standards so practitioners, researchers, educators, leaders, and medical professionals keep current with the latest discoveries, develop skills and knowledge, implement practical solutions, develop policies, and improve teaching and learning.

NEJM Group resources on the Ovid® platform include the New England Journal of Medicine, NEJM Evidence, and NEJM Catalyst Innovations in Care Delivery journals, as well as NEJM Journal Watch.
Key features:

- Access to over 150,000 articles from 8,657 issues of NEJM published 1812-1944 and 1945-1989
- Original research from world-renowned, pioneering scientists and clinical experts
- High-resolution text plus clean, easy-to-read images and photos
- Single-query cross-searching with current NEJM issues as well as all other Ovid® subscriptions
- Dual access on BOTH Ovid® and NEJM.org, with easy linking between platforms
- Precise, natural-language searching for quick information discovery
- Time-saving results management, sharing, and annotation tools

Examples of important fundamental research in the archive:

- Initial clinical descriptions of a wide range of diseases and conditions
- Discovery and impact of antibiotics
- First detailed clinical presentations of many deadly infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS
- Early promising courses of treatment for numerous diseases
- Novel, minimally invasive, and safe therapeutic techniques
- Vaccines and immunization strategies
- Introduction of thousands of medicines

Award-winning Support and Consultative Services

Ovid’s award-winning support teams help implement tools into your library for the most optimized deployment, promotion, training, configuration, and customization.

24/7 support is available in over 20 different languages.

The global Customer Engagement team has attained best-in-class recognition through Omega Management Group’s NorthFace ScoreBoard Award™ for superior customer satisfaction scores for the last five years running.

Request your FREE trial today!

Contact sales@ovid.com to schedule a FREE trial. Ask about subscriptions to current issues of the New England Journal of Medicine and other NEJM Group publications available on Ovid®.